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Why should you learn digital marketing? Is it only for
marketers?

Well, the answer is here! Digital Marketing is one of
the most in-demand skills of our century. As per
Google Trends Report, the keyword “Digital
Marketing” has more than a million monthly
searches.

And I can’t stress this enough, it isn’t a skill only for
one, but as a whole, it opens a wide variety of
options and scope if you want to grow your
business, earns extra with side-gigs, become
financially independent, or want to get a highly-paid
job.

In this Ebook, I have introduced the basics that one
must know if they are willing to get started with
digital marketing whether as a part-time gig/grow
their business/job.

Now, before you get started with the concepts, let
me make this clear, reading this Ebook alone won’t
make you a digital marketer, but it will surely bring in



the concepts that will be used later in the advanced
guides and while you practice or learn the mastery
courses.

Also, as my mentor says, “Digital Marketing is more
about marketing than about digital.” You should try to
enhance yourself as a marketer instead of hopping
all around with ads, content and, growing your
followers on social media.

The end goal of marketing is to make higher
conversions/sales.

Introduction:

One of the early concepts in the history of marketing
was “Selling Orientation” which was prevalent during
the 1900s when businesses started exploding.
Companies created products that they wanted, not
what the consumers desired, and then used
unhealthy tactics to make sales. They pushed their
product into the market but, this strategy didn’t stay
for long. Consumers got furious and why won’t they?



Would we like being stuffed with something that we
don’t prefer having- Obviously not!

Businesses realized that producing the product and
then selling it may be a short-term profit but isn’t a
long shot to make. So, they started studying their
audiences, what they wanted to buy, what they
wanted a solution for, and how their products can
someway simplify others’ life and needs. And Voila!
the revolution began! More and more companies did
extensive research on their customers and came up
with innovative ideas and products.

As the growth kept rising, marketers discovered new
strategies to reach customers and the field of
marketing kept on broadening. However, all of it is
based on some basic principles.

Four P’s of Marketing:

1. Product: It is the value that you’re offering to your
customers.

2. Place: A business must decide where they want to
sell their products i.e in-store, online.

3. Price: Pricing a product just in a way to earn a profit
isn’t a feasible idea. Make sure you learn more about



your competitors’ offering, your audience’s needs, and
the utility does match with the price you charge.

4. Promotion: To make sure your customers are aware
of your products/services, you need to promote them
via paid ads, content, social media, etc. This is where
Digital Marketing has taken the share.

Know Your People: For any business, their
customers, existing and new are their people, a part
of the commercial family, and to surprise them with
innovative products you need to know their choices,
their behaviors, needs.

Educate on your benefits: One of the most
important things to consider is making sure your
target audience knows the worth that is being
offered. A great product can convert your customers
into brand ambassadors. Word of mouth marketing
is the best channel of marketing ever.

Measure and Implement: Evaluate your revenues,
cost. Get feedback from your customers through
open-end questions, polls and implement changes in
your strategies.



Digital Marketing comes into play when we want to
target specific segments, get results in real-time,
monitor our campaigns, and give our customers the
benefit of enhanced ad control. It is the best medium
to reach the affluent English-speaking population in
India with spending power. As per the latest
statistics(Source- emarketer.com), Worldwide
digital ad spending is predicted to reach over
$375 billion over the next two years.

Components of Digital Marketing:

1.Content Marketing: It is a strategy to drive
traffic, readers, and potential customers with
creative, unique, and engaging content. Having
good content can help you build your community
of people and spread the word.

At times where everyone is looking at the
internet to get any kind of information, producing
relevant and interesting content can hook and
educate your audience about your offering.

2.Search Engine Marketing (SEM): It is a form of
advertising where you bid for your ads to be



shown along with the search results. If your ad
appears but no one clicks on it, you won’t be
charged. Hence, it is also called pay-per-click
advertising.

3.Search Engine Optimization (SEO): It is the
practice of creating quality and relevant content
in your website to appear in the organic search
results through on-page and off-page
optimization.

4.Email Marketing: Email is one of the earliest
ways of connecting with people via the internet
and with time, this has also gone through
multiple updates. You can send out information
about your latest content, offers, and surveys to
build engagement as well as remind them about
your products/services.

5.Social Media Marketing: Social media has
become a source to get news, share images and
opinions, feedback, connect with friends, family.

6.Copywriting: It is the strategy of creating
persuasive content to increase conversions and
sales.

7.Lead Generation: This includes the process of
finding and generating potential clients or
customers for your business.



8.Website Development: This focuses on the
process of creating a website which includes
purchasing domain, hosting, selecting a CMS
i.e. content management system, setting up the
website, etc.

There are many more elements that are covered
under digital marketing, but it is beyond the scope of
this ebook. So, I’ve mentioned the most common
ones. However, if you would like to know more, I
would be releasing in-depth ebooks soon.

Digital Marketing has become a very wide concept,
and within each component that I mentioned above,
there are many components that you should learn in
order to gain mastery.

Action Steps:

1.Understand the basics: Unless you know the
basics clearly, you won’t be able to understand
the advanced topics.

2.Start learning by doing courses: There are
multiple free and paid courses in the market.



There are also various blogs that can help you
to learn step-by-step.

3.Implement what you learn: The best way to
polish your knowledge is to implement whatever
you’re learning.

This is just the beginning to become a successful
digital marketer but you still have a long way to go.

I hope this ebook has been helpful to introduce you
to the basics of digital marketing.

I would be writing more articles and ebooks on
various topics related to marketing, digital marketing,
and self-improvement in the future.

If you liked my ebook, drop me your views at
mail@nishitaad.com. Let me know what other topics
you want to learn about!

You can also check out my blog nishitaad.com to
read more such articles.
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